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yet he does not convey to people the impression of manli-
ness that constitutes so distinguishing a characteristic of his
cousins, Prince Henry and the kaiser. He is lacking alike
in virility and intellect, and seems to have no other aim
and aspiration in life than to live up to his name and repu-
tation as the leader of masculine fashion or (' Gigerl
Konig," which may be rendered into English as " king of
the dudes." They say at the Court of Berlin that he is so
particular about the fit of his clothes that he will never re-
main seated for more than five minutes at a time, not even
when traveling, for fear of spoiling the crease in his trou-
sers or of making them baggy at the knees ! He does not
attempt to disguise the fact that the faultlessness of his
coats or of his uniforms is an object of paramount import-
ance. These are, however, very harmless weaknesses, which
are more than atoned for by the fact that he is an excellent
father and husband, but the obstinacy of his temper
and his vagaries as a leader of masculine fashion at Berlin
have often been a source of impatience and irritation to the
kaiser. It is only just to lay stress on his excellence both
as a husband and a father, as all sorts of stories have been
circulated, not merely in the foreign press, but also in the
German newspapers, charging him with intemperance and
with brutality towards his wife, who is a younger sister of
the empress, such as to necessitate the intervention of the
kaiser.
These stories are pure calumnies, and originate in a con-
fusion between the prince and his father, the celebrated
cavalry general. The latter, popularly known as the " Red
Prince/7 was the commander to whom Metz capitulated in
1870, and was not only noted for his hard drinking, but like-
wise for his rough usage of his amiable and formerly lovely
consort when he was in his cups. He is credited with

